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AMBER  
approximately 10 years-long effort, LoI is submitted in Jan. 2019
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http://arxiv.org/abs/1808.00848
Apparatus for Meson and Baryon Experimental Research

> 270 authors 

We have started to work on physics program
of possible COMPASS successor ~ 10 years ago,

A  Number of Workshops has been organized,
for detail see  AMBER web page:

https://nqf-m2.web.cern.ch/

http://arxiv.org/abs/1808.00848


AMBER (Apparatus for Meson and Baryon Experimental Research)
A New QCD Facility at CERN SPS M2 beam line 
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Conventional muon/hadron
M2 beams
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AMBER science questions 

There are two bearing columns of the facility:

1. Phenomenon of the Emergence of the Hadron Mass 
2. Proton spin (largely addressed by COMPASS and 

others, Phase-2)

EHM:
How does the all visible matter in the universe come about
and what defines  its mass scale?

Unfortunately, the Higgs-boson discovery (even if extremely 
important) does NOT help to answer the question:

! The Higgs-boson mechanism produces only a 
small fraction of all visible mass
! The Higgs-generated mass scales explain neither 
the “huge”  proton mass nor the ‘nearly-
masslessness’ of the pion

Higgs generated masses of the valence quarks:  
M(u+d) ~ 7 MeV             M(u+s) ~ 100 MeV        M(u+u+d) ~ 10 MeV  

As Higgs mechanism produces a few percent of visible mass, 
Where from the rest comes?



EHM phenomenon
(what is an underlying mechanism?)
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Dressed-quark mass function M(p)

Intuitively one can expect that the answer to the 
question lies within SM, or strong QCD.

Why? Because of the dynamical mass generation in 
the continuum QCD.

As quark can emit and absorb gluons 
It acquires its mass in infrared region
because of the gluon “self-mass-
generation” mechanism, so the visible
(or emergent) mass of hadrons must 
be dominated by gluon component

Truly mass from nothing phenomenon:
Initially massless gluon produces dressed gluon 
fields which “generates” mass  function that is 
large at infrared momenta 

Dynamical mass generation in continuum 
quantum chromodynamics
J.M. Cornwall, Phys. Rev. D 26 (1981) 1453 … ~ 
1000 citations 

In order to “prove” that the QCD underlies the EHM phenomenon 
we have to compare Lattice and Continuum QCD calculations with 
experimental data by measuring:
1. Quark and Gluon PDFs of the pion/kaon/proton
2. Hadron’s radii (confinement)
3. Excites meson states spectra
4. ……….

(Constituent quarks)

Gluon propagator … 
continuum and lattice 
QCD agree



EHM phenomenon
does it enough to study proton to understood SM?
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Thus it is equally important to study internal structure and dynamics
of Pions/Kaons and protons  

The answer is obviously NOT (SM paradigm):
• proton is described by QCD … 3 valence quarks
• pion is also described by QCD … 1 valence quark 

and 1 valence antiquark
• expect mp ≈ 1.5 × mπ … but, instead mp ≈ 7 × mπ

Proton and pion/kaon difference:
• At chiral limit the mass of  the proton remains 
basically the same
• Chiral limit mass of pion and kaon is by definition “0” 
(Nambu-Goldstone boson) 
• Different gluon content expected for pion and kaon
• Interplay with Higgs mechanism is different
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Questions to be answered:

• Mass difference pion/proton/kaon 
• Mass generation mechanism (emergent mass .vs. Higgs)
• Internal quark-gluon structure and dynamics, 
especially important pion/kaon/proton striking differences

Methods:

AMBER physics program
the issue of the emergence of the hadronic mass (EHM)
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Drell-Yan and J/𝜳 Prompt Photon Production Hadron radii

A series of workshops entitled 
“Perceiving of the EHM through 

AMBER@CERN(SPS)”:
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1021402/



AMBER (PHASE-1 – approved by CERN RB on 02/12/2020)  
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PHASE-1

Conventional hadron and
muon beams

2022 " 2028

PHASE-2

Conventional and RF-
separated 

Hadron/Hadron 
and muon beam

2029 and beyond

Conventional 
muon/hadron

M2 beams



EHM
AMBER (pion induced DY)
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Pion structure in 
pion induce DY
Expected accuracy 
as compared to NA3

PHASE-1
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AMBER (kaon induced DY) 

Extremely important to compare the gluon content of kaon 
and pion (emergent mass)

Projected statistical errors after 140 days of running,
compared to NA3 stat. errors



Collected simultaneously with DY data, with large 
counting rates

Physics objectives:
• Study of the J/𝜓 (charmonia) production 

mechanisms (gg–fusion  vs q"𝑞–annihilation), 
comparison of CEM and NRQCD

• Probe gluon and quark PDFs of pion
(arXiv:2103.11660v1 [hep-ph] 22 Mar 2021)

• 𝜳(2S) signal study, free of feed-down effect
from and χc1 χc2

Method: Model depended separation of contributions 
from two competent processes using data collected 
with both positive and negative beams

AMBER 
Charmonium 

PHASE-1
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AMBER
Charmonium 

PHASE-1Improved CEM,
CT10 + GRS99 global

fit for prot./pion



Pythia-based MC simulation for prompt photons production was used
for preliminary estimation of kinematic range accessible at COMPASS. It
was compared with corresponding ranges accessible by previous
experiments with pion beams.

Possibilities to identify signal and reject background were tested. Some
optimization of the setup from point of the material budget was tested.

AMBER 
Prompt Photons

At the moment there is no experimental information about gluon contribution in kaon.
Calculations based on Dyson-Schwinger equations predict 6 times smaller contribution
at hadronic scale in respect to pion (Phys. Rev. D93 (7) (2016) 074021)



Hadron spectroscopy AMBER (kaon beam) 
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Hadron spectroscopy AMBER (kaon beam) 
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Measurement of kaon 
Compton scattering via the 
Primakoff effect and an RF 
separated beam for 
determination of the kaon 
polarisability, and kaon-
photon induced strange 
meson production
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Proton-charge Radius Measurement at AMBER
(confinement, EHM) 

statistical precision of the proposed measurement, down 
to Q2 = 0,001 GeV2/c2, Cross section is normalised to the 

GD - dipole form factor
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Proton-charge Radius Measurement at AMBER
(confinement, EHM) 

o A number of experiments are on the way in different laboratories
o There is a synergy between PRES at MAMI (Ee = 720 MeV) and AMBER (E𝜇 = 100 𝐺𝑒𝑉):

o The same type of active target (hydrogen filled TPC) will be used for both 
experiment   

o The same Q2 range will be covered (10-3 - 4x10-2 GeV2)
o Mutual calibration of the transferred momentum

o Significant advantage of the AMBER measurement is much lower radiative corrections: 
for soft bremsstrahlung photon energy Eγ/Ebeam ~ 0.01 QED corrections amount to ~15-
20% for electrons and to ~1.5% for muons (AMBER will be able to make a control 
measurement with Electromagnetic Calorimeters).

If compared to the another muon scattering experiment at PSI MUSE:
• Much cleaner experimental conditions (pure muon  beam with less 

than 10-6 admixture of hadrons)
• Much higher beam momentum, thus contribution from magnetic 

form factor is suppressed (100-200 MeV/c vs 100 GeV/c)
• Small statistical errors achievable with the proposed running time
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AMBER - New EHM-related ideas:
PDA and meson radii

statistical precision of the proposed measurement, down 
to Q2 = 0,001 GeV2/c2, Cross section is normalised to the 

GD - dipole form factor

C.R.: Precise measurements of pion and
kaon radii will reveal the compositeness (confinement) 
scale for (near) Nambu-Goldstone bosons.

Very few data on mesons radii:

S. R. Amendolia, et al., A Measurement of the Space - Like Pion 
Electromagnetic Form-Factor, Nucl. Phys. B 277 (1986) 168.
I. M. Gough Eschrich, et al., Measurement of the Sigma- Charge 
Radius by Sigma- Electron Elastic
Scattering, Phys. Lett. B 522 (2001) 233
S. Amendolia, et al., A Measurement of the Kaon Charge 
Radius, Phys. Lett. B 178 (1986) 435.

We are studying know the 
feasibility of such an experiments 

using AMBER’s high 
intensity pion and kaon beams 
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AMBER - New EHM-related ideas:
PDA and meson radii

Where x is a fraction of hadron’s 
longitudinal momentum carried 

by the quark in the imf.

A solid (green) emergent mass generation is 
dominant (pion); 
B dot-dashed (blue) curve: Higgs mechanism is 
the primary source of mass generation (C-
meson); 
C solid (thin, purple) curve (asymptotic prole,
6x(1 - x); 

Fermilab E791 the only experimental data
In di-jets production by 500 GeV 𝜋- beam

C.R.: Pion and kaon distribution amplitudes (DAs) nearest thing 
in quantum field theory to a Schredinger wave function; 
consequently, fundamental to understanding 𝜋 and K structure. 
Modern theory predicts that EHM is expressed in the x-
dependence of pion and kaon DAs.

AMBER case:
Because of the relatively small beam energy we can obtain information on meson DAs via 
di-meson final states:
- Only first Melin momentums of Das
- Two additional LFWFs (diagram at the right):

- Additional !
"!"

suppression to the cross section
- Integration over the loop means pointwise information on x-dependence il lost



AMBER – Phase - 1
Running plan
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We will start AMBER Phase-1 program with proton radius measurement, then antimatter 
production cross-section and Drell-Yan:
PRM: 2022-2023
AMP:  2023-2024
Drell-Yan: starting 2024



EHM through experimental studies
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Summary: AMBER at CERN-SPS

• A wide and extremely competitive physics program brought together, strong interest 
in the hadron physics community

• Main bearing column of the AMBER is Emergence of the Hadron Mass phenomenon

• Our knowledge on pion structure will be much improved after AMBER Phase-1 
measurements

• Radio-frequency separated high intensity kaon beam is unique instrument for kaon 
structure/spectroscopy study at AMBER Phase-2 
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